The development of novel biomaterials able to control cell activities and direct their fate is warranted for engineering functional biological tissues, advanced cell culture systems, single-cell diagnosis as well as for cell sorting and differentiation. It is well established that crosstalk at the cell -material interface occurs and this has a profound influence on cell behaviour. However, the complete deciphering of the cell -material communication code is still far away. A variety of material surface properties have been reported to affect the strength and the nature of the cell -material interactions, including biological cues, topography and mechanical properties. Novel experimental evidence bears out the hypothesis that these three different signals participate in the same material -cytoskeleton crosstalk pathway via adhesion plaque formation dynamics. In this review, we present the relevant findings on material-induced cell response along with the description of cell behaviour when exposed to arrays of signals-biochemical, topographical and mechanical. Finally, with the aid of literature data, we attempt to draw unifying elements of the material -cytoskeleton -cell fate chain.
INTRODUCTION
Cell-material interaction has been proved to occur through a combination of biochemical and biophysical signals, including interfacial presentation of molecular, topographic and mechanical cues. Indeed, both biochemical and biophysical material features have been reported to affect and somehow influence cell functions by triggering specific molecular events at the cell-material interface. Cellular activities that are mostly influenced by material properties are adhesion, spreading, migration, proliferation and differentiation. Specifically engineered surfaces displaying selected biofunctional groups or micrometre-scale patterns have been used in order to study signal interactions in a systematic way. These assays proved to be valuable tools to enrich the body of knowledge on cell-material interaction that represents today a solid foundation for further progress. Owing to technological limitations, however, these kinds of substrates allowed only modest control of signal presentation, in terms of signal dose, spatial arrangement and temporal evolution. Advancements in chemistry, material science and nanotechnologies greatly improved the possibility of presenting many different signals, according to predefined spatial patterns or temporal chronoprogrammes. In particular, patterns of biochemical signals, topographies on different length scales and mechanical cues clearly revealed very sophisticated abilities with which cells 'sense' (and react to) external stimuli [1] [2] [3] . However, the majority of the studies dealt with single signal types and thus individual senses. This contributed to depicting a scenario in which cells 'taste' chemical moieties, 'see' topographies and 'touch' mechanical properties.
To date, a plethora of cell-responsive material properties has been ascertained and catalogued, including hydrophobicity, surface charge, roughness and stiffness [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . These findings have pointed to the attractive prospect of engineering materials able to control and guide specific cellular events. The potential to pattern material properties with nanometric precision paves the way to the next biomaterials generation-referred to as cell instructive materials (CIMs)-with extended functionality and bioactivity. CIMs are envisioned as nanofeatured materials expressly programmed to impart even complex commands or instructions to cells with the aim of directing, guiding and controlling their fate. The realization of these attractive materials relies upon a deep understanding of the mechanisms that regulate cell-material interactions and, in particular, upon the disclosing of the complex molecular machinery of recognition and decoding that occurs at the interface between the cell membrane and materials. However, the mechanism underpinning the process of cell recognition of material property cues-topographical, mechanical, chemical-is poorly understood, and therefore the possibility to correctly display a single signal or an array of signals at the cell-material interface to elicit a given and predefined cell response is still far away. Several research groups are currently focusing their attention on the cell-material interface, with the aim of unravelling the intricate and unidentified principles that regulate cell-material crosstalk, leading to a rapid increase in the basic knowledge of the different stages and phases that occur across the cell membrane as a result of different material properties and distribution density of biological sites. Recent literature has described the phenomenon of crosstalk at the cellmaterial interface as being mostly influenced by the dynamics of large macromolecular complexes across the cell membrane whose formation and extension depend on material properties. According to this vision, properties such as mechanical, topographical and biochemical influence cell-material interaction by affecting in different ways the dynamics of these macromolecular complexes. Therefore, mechanical, topographical or biochemical signals may not represent separate or different cues, as suggested by some reports, but rather produce a different effect on the macromolecular complex dynamics.
In this paper, we first present a synthesis of basic knowledge of macromolecular complexes forming across the cell membrane at the cell-material interface, then review the most relevant findings on the material-induced cell response along with the most used experimental techniques to quantify the strength of interaction, proceeding with a description of cell behaviour exposed to arrays of signals-biochemical, topographical and mechanicaland finally summarize and discuss the massive literature drawing some unifying elements.
TIME AND SPACE SCALE IN CELL -MATERIAL INTERACTION
Cells and materials interact through different pathways depending upon the distance between the cell membrane and the material surface. Four different phases of cellmaterial interaction have been described, each occurring at a defined time and distance from the surface. At a distance greater than micrometres, there is no interaction, and cells present a typical spherical shape. As the distance decreases to about 1 mm, a surface recognition activity begins and is mediated by weak non-specific interactions that are established between the pericellular coat and material surfaces [9] . This phase occurs within a time frame of tenths of seconds. Weak and cooperative interactions foster more specific strong contacts leading to the onset of the early attachment stage. In this stage, the distance between the cell membrane and the material surface reaches the hundreds of nanometres and the interactions are mediated by cell membrane proteinsintegrins-that recognize specific molecular motifs on the material surface. This phase occurs with a time scale of seconds. Depending on the density of the adhesive motifs, their distribution and their mechanical compliance the cell can start to build larger and more stable molecular complexes to improve the membrane anchorage and reduce the distance from the material surface to tens of nanometres. This stage is called intermediate attachment or membrane adhesion, and involves the cell cytoskeleton assembly and occurs with a time scale of tens of seconds. Finally, the late adhesion or cell spreading phase initiates with the establishment of mature adhesion molecular clusters that mediate a dynamic materialcytoskeleton crosstalk. To discuss the material-cell interactions, here we will focus particularly on this late phase, pointing to the effects that material properties might induce on cytoskeleton assemblies. Therefore, we will not discuss the well-documented mechanisms by which the cytoskeleton affects cell fate, but we will confine our interest to the underlying processes by which cytoskeleton assembly and architecture can be regulated by interaction at the cell-material interface.
CELL ADHESION TO THE SUBSTRATE
The most notable cellular structures that mediate material -cytoskeleton crosstalk are molecular complexes called focal adhesions. These are dynamic structures that involve the recruitment, interaction and turnover of several molecular components. The mechanisms of adhesion formation, maturation and turnover are reported in detail in specialized reviews [10, 11] . Here, we highlight the role of relevant molecules in the signal recognition process occurring on functionalized substrates. Among these, integrins connect ligands of the extracellular space to the cytoskeleton, and are responsible for transmitting exogenous stimuli to the cell. They are constituted by a and b subunits. 18a and 8b subunits have been found so far, which can combine to form 24 distinct dimers that interact with specific extracellular matrix (ECM) motifs. Integrin binding to extracellular ligands is closely related to the ruffling activity of the cell membrane, i.e. to the peripheral actin polymerization. During cell spreading, nascent adhesions are formed in the lamellipodium by the binding of integrins to the extracellular ligands. The cytoplasmic domain of these clusters is subsequently stabilized by the incorporation of adhesion proteins such as talin, vinculin, paxillin, a-actinin and focal adhesion kinase (FAK). Nascent adhesion may either disassemble or mature into larger molecular structures called focal complexes. This requires clustering of additional integrin dimers, which increases the dimension of the adhesion assembly and allows the recruitment of more cytoplasmic adhesion proteins that stabilize the construct. Unlike nascent adhesion nucleation, focal complex maturation is dependent on actin-generated tension through myosin II. Nascent adhesion may engage the retrograde flow of actin through talin. Once coupled, myosin-generated force can induce a conformational change of talin that exposes additional binding sites for vinculin, which in turn stabilizes and recruits additional proteins [12] . Other proteins, such as vinculin, paxillin and p130cas, might exhibit similar behaviour. Provided that integrins have sufficient mobility and space to cluster, the maturation process can continue to generate focal adhesions that are 0.5-2 mm wide and up to 10 mm long.
Several attempts have been made to measure cell adhesion on substrates. The cell spreading area and contour morphology have always been considered good indicators of the interaction with surfaces. Microscopic techniques, such as phase contrast, differential interference contrast and fluorescence, have been used to perform morphometric analyses. The cell spreading area, for example, is usually reported in square micrometres or as a ratio with a reference value. More detailed information might be acquired from the analysis of the cell contour. The number and shape of cell processes and features of lamellipodia are of particular interest when studying the dynamics of cell adhesion and migration, or when analysing cell behaviour on patterned or non-homogeneous substrates. Immunofluorescence and microscopic techniques with improved resolution provide useful tools to visualize and study the formation of surface-bound ligand-cell receptor complexes, making it possible to perform quantitative measurements on their spatial distribution on the plasma membrane. Moreover, cells transfected with plasmids encoding fluorescently labelled receptors have been extensively used to dynamically analyse adhesion and receptor trafficking.
Besides adhesion clustering, cells also exert forces on the extracellular space through the ligand-receptorcytoskeleton chain. The magnitude of the applied force depends, among other things, on the ligand-receptor affinity, as well as on the number of ligand-receptor complexes. Therefore, assessing the force required to break such complexes provides useful information about cell attachment. In cell-population-based assays, such as spinning discs and flow chambers, a force field with predetermined features (force direction and magnitude) is applied to a cell layer with a known density. Then, one measures the force required to detach a selected number of cells. Other techniques, involving probes with dimensions comparable to those of cells, are able to measure adhesion strength at the single-cell level. Atomic force microscopes equipped with specifically designed tips have been variously used to detect the force to dislodge or to stretch cells. Depending on the substrate properties and cell type, detachment forces of the order of 10-100 nN (cell dislodging) or 0.1-1 nN (cell stretching) have been reported [13, 14] . Similar results were obtained by means of micropipettes. In this case, detachment forces are calculated from the pressure required to suck up a cell into the capillary. According to this technique, the adhesion forces are of the order of 1-10 nN [15, 16] .
Forces that cells exchange with substrates are not homogeneous along their body and may vary considerably over time. For example, lamellipodial regions are those cellular processes that more frequently probe surface features by forming and pulling adhesion structures, while forces exerted by adhesions depend on their spatial position and length [17] . In order to measure the forces exerted by such dynamic subcellular domains, methodologies able to detect receptor -ligand bond strength at the molecular level were developed. Among these, traction force microscopy has been widely used to characterize cell contractility on compliant polymers and hydrogels. Basically, it measures cell forces from the displacements of fiducial markers embedded within the substrates. Despite its relative ease of implementation, the resolution of traction force microscopy is limited by the ability to measure very small displacements, around 1 mm, which, in the case of compliant substrates such as polyacrylamide gels, provides a force sensitivity of the order of 0.1 nN [18, 19] . Moreover, extensive computational labour might be required to trace back the force field from the displacements. Higher resolution techniques such as magnetic or laser tweezers can achieve force resolution of the order of 10 25 and 10 24 nN, respectively [20] . Their use requires micrometric beads decorated with the ligand of interest and they are able to detect individual ligand-receptor bond strength. Scanning force microscopes provide high-resolution force measurements. Towards this aim, however, tips need to be specifically designed to engage the receptor or molecule of interest.
MOLECULAR CUE-MEDIATED CROSSTALK
Since the early years of cell culture, biomaterial interfaces have been endowed with adsorbed ECM proteins, such as fibronectin, vitronectin, laminin and collagen, to support the cells and present an instructive background to guide their behaviour. This approach still remains popular owing to its simplicity, and it has been enriched by using more selective techniques such as self-assembling monolayers (SAMs) to generate a defined surface able to control the nature and the distribution of protein adsorption. However, because cells depend on specific proteins for anchorage and extracellular instruction, the composition of the adsorbed layer is a key factor in cell behaviour. The required proteins, correctly presented, can stimulate a constructive cell response, favouring wound repair and tissue integration, while proteins in an unrecognizable state may indicate foreign materials to be isolated or removed. However, the complexity and the dynamic nature of the involved process strongly limit the control on protein adsorption and impair the long-term stability. Therefore, shorter amino acid sequences present in extracellular proteins have been screened, which proved to elicit analogous stimuli with the advantages of being more stable and much easier to conjugate on material surfaces. Among these sequences, RGD, YIGSR, YKVAV, LGTIPG, PDGSR, LRE, LRGDN and IKLLI from laminin, RGD and DGEA from collagen I and RGD, KQAGDV, REDV and PHSRN from fibronectin have been identified. Probably the most studied peptide is the integrin-binding sequence RGD alone or integrated in a more complex
architecture. Today, a considerable variety of peptide sequences containing RGD with different intrinsic abilities to promote various cell responses are known and excellently reviewed elsewhere [21, 22] . Different molecular architectures containing the RGD sequence demonstrate different affinities for integrins as determined by the flanking residues, conformation and accessibility towards integrins. Therefore, these observations lead to the general statement that, besides the chemical entity of the biochemical signal, it is the way it is presented at the cell-material interface that plays a central role in regulating the cell response. There are different approaches in which a bioactive sequence can be presented towards a cell, and the manner in which the peptide is immobilized on a surface can affect the peptide concentration, density, arrangement, conformation and accessibility. The methods of immobilizing peptide moieties on material surfaces can be classified into physical and chemical. Physical methods involve the adsorption or precipitation onto solid material, while, in the chemical approach, the peptide is covalently bound to the materials; the former probably leading to inactive conformations, the latter to be specifically designed [21] [22] [23] . Examples of the evaluation of cell adhesion on bioactive substrates are reported in table 1.
The density of the bioactive molecule immobilized on the material surface is one of the most relevant parameters in controlling cell -material interaction. Several literature reports have addressed this issue by modulating the nominal density of RGD at cell -material interfaces [29, 32] . However, the nominal density does not match the actual density of RGD presented and available at the cell membrane, which instead depends on many factors such as the deposited or incorporated amount, spatial arrangement and accessibility of the peptide [33] . The accessibility of the peptide depends upon the chemical -physical and the texture properties of the surface, which, in turn, can be affected by the procedure of peptide conjugation on the surface [34] . Owing to this interplay, the effect on cell behaviour of inserting a peptide on a substrate could be cumulative, cooperative or even competitive. In general, the effect of density of the adhesion peptide on the surface brings about an enhancement of cell adhesion and the spreading area [26] , according to a saturation-type profile. Cell adhesion commences to be observed roughly at a density of tenths of fmol cm 22 and reaches full spreading at concentrations of about tens of fmol cm
22
. At a surface density of 0.1 fmol cm
, fibroblast cells were observed to adhere but not to spread, while at a density of 1 fmol cm 22 , a single cell spreading was observed on a glass-substrated, conjugated RGD peptide [35] . Clustering of the a v b 3 receptor was observed only at densities of 10 fmol cm 22 and higher, as was the assembly of a normal actin cytoskeleton. These measures provided a benchmark for the design of practical peptide-incorporating surfaces, as they indicate a minimum RGD oligopepetide density of 10 fmol cm 22 . However, as mentioned already, these values or thresholds depend upon the material properties of the substrate. Indeed, for PET-conjugated RGD it has recently been reported that, to observe an enhancement Table 1 . Cell adhesion parameters on substrates endowed with matricellular cues (peptides/proteins). The table shows the kinds of matricellular cues, the substrates on which they are presented and the densities at which they are provided. Cell adhesion is measured in terms of detachment force, energy and stress or, alternatively, spreading areas. The [30] collagen I adsorption on a polystyrene dish murine fibroblasts L929 1500 Pa detachment force per cell area (atomic force microscope tip); 29 pJ detachment surface energy [31] of cell adhesion, a density as high as 1000 fmol cm 22 should be reached [36] . As the RGD concentration increases, focal adhesion extension also increases with a threshold level corresponding to 60 ligands per mm 2 [35] . Integrin lateral clustering as a consequence of ligand density and spacing on materials deeply affects focal adhesion assembly and dynamics. This suggests that the local density of integrin receptors plays an essential role in controlling the dynamics of adhesive plaques [37] .
Beyond ligand density, the spatial distribution of the adhesive moieties at the nanoscale is also an important feature that has strong implications for cell-material interaction. In particular, distribution features such as uniformity, clustering and gradient were liberally addressed in the literature. It has been reported that, in the case of a lateral spacing of 73 nm between integrin binding sites, focal contact formation is inhibited and cells do not spread. For spacing lower than 58 nm, in contrast, focal contacts and actin stress fibres form and cells adopt a well-spread, pancake-like shape [38] . Therefore, the presentation of a clustered integrin-ligand format may result in more efficient building of the adhesive complexes that constitute the focal adhesion, resulting in enhancement of cell spreading and an anticipation of the onset of cytoskeleton assembly [39] (figure 1).
The molecular tether occurring between substrate and the peptide sequences is also an important parameter that affects cell-material interaction [42] . Because the ligand must be reached by cell-surface integrin, the presence of a molecular tether and its flexibility has been reported to have an interesting effect on the time of adhesion. As the length of the tether increases, the time required for cell spreading increases, but the final spreading area is not affected by the length of the tether [43] . Presumably, the kinetics of focal adhesion formation are retarded by a long tether owing to an overlapping of the dynamics of sequestration and release of RGD with the focal adhesion formation dynamics.
It is worth pointing out once more that generalization of the threshold values discussed above is not possible owing to their strong dependence on the substrate properties. Textural and mechanical features of the surface could determine different thresholds levels. Some consensus seems to exist for solid and rigid materials, such as glass, assuming that the amount of peptide is evenly distributed over the surface of the substrates. Indeed, it is generally considered that only a modification of the surface is achieved and that the reagent penetration depth is the same as the integrin accessible depth of 10 nm, treating the results in a two-dimensional manner. In the case of polymers, instead, the depth of the surface modification after treatment will depend upon the polymer crystallinity, the size of the pore and the swelling capability of the polymer at the surface [44] (figure 2a-c).
Patterning molecular adhesive islands on the substrate has proved to be very effective in guiding the formation of adhesive plaques and therefore affecting cell adhesion, shape and migration [45] [46] [47] . Technologies, such as microcontact printing, atomic force microscope lithography and micromoulding in capillaries were successfully used to transfer patterns of adhesive proteins with predefined geometric features onto synthetic substrates. These techniques fostered studies on the effect of adhesion confinement on cell behaviour. Since the pioneering work by Chen et al. [48] , which first demonstrated how different patterns of adhesive regions could induce endothelial cell apoptosis or growth, several other scientific reports have addressed the effects of adhesive islands with well-defined geometric features on cell fate. These studies indicate strong cell phenotype dependence in response to adhesive island patterning. The same patterns do not trigger the same material-cytoskeleton crosstalk and may elicit very different behaviour on different cell types. Stem cells, for instance, are very sensitive to the shape and dimensions of adhesive islands and commit to their fate according to specific patterns [49, 50] . Stem cells can be directed towards osteogenesis or adipogenesis lineage by modulating their shape and controlling the patterning of adhesion regions on the substrate [51] . Hence, it can 2 results in poor recruitment of a5b1-integrin, altered actin assembly and a decreased rate of cell migration [40] . Decreasing adhesive spot density until a lateral spacing of 73 nm between integrin binding sites (RGD-functionalized gold nanoparticles 6 nm in diameter) inhibits focal contact formation [41] . Uniform distribution of RGD on functionalized substrates allows for cell adhesion when overcoming a threshold level depending on materials, bioconjugation and cell type. A minimum cluster of six RGD-gold nanoparticles (6 nm in diameter), each separated by 100 nm, was found to be the minimal number to activate cell adhesion, paxillin accumulation and subsequent focal adhesion formation [38] . (Online version in colour.)
Review. Cell -material crosstalk M. Ventre et al. 2021 be hypothesized that patterns of adhesive regions dictate cell fate through the modulation of material-cytoskeleton interaction. The finding that stem cells' commitment is mediated through the activity of the RhoA, in particular through its effects on Rho-associated protein kinase (ROCK)-mediated cytoskeletal tension, supports this hypothesis [49] .
Recently, continuous gradients of immobilized adhesive molecules on material surfaces have also been investigated [52, 53] . Graded distribution of covalently bound bioactive peptides have been realized in two and three dimensions by using different techniques [54] [55] [56] . Cells react to the gradient by exhibiting a highly elongated and stretched shape polarized along the gradient direction with the degree of stretching depending upon gradient intensity and local average density of adhesive cues [57] . Adhesion complexes at the cell-material interface grow faster and become more stable with higher adhesion molecule density [58] ; therefore, focal adhesion plaques form preferentially towards higher density, leading to cell polarization along the gradient.
The most striking effect of gradient is probably on cell migration. Cells preferentially move towards the direction of increasing RGD concentration with the speed depending on the gradient intensity and local density [58] . At a low density of adhesion molecules, cell speed increases almost linearly with gradient slope, while at a high density it levels off and becomes unaffected by the gradient [52] . Moreover, cells move along the direction of the gradient with a speed higher than that on a uniform distribution of RGD [57] (figure 2d-f ).
TOPO-CUE-MEDIATED CROSSTALK
The topographical textures of material surfaces have been reported to affect cell function and activity [59, 60] , and this has led to an increasing belief that cells can actually feel and react to micro-and nanomaterial corrugation, possibly through membrane deformation and stretching. Hence, according to this assumption, topographical features start to play a role in cell-material interaction through the regulation of material-cytoskeleton crosstalk via membrane alteration. Topographical signals, however, are not to be considered in vitro artefacts because the effects of topographical patterns on cell activity are also present in an in vivo context. Examples of native topographic micro-and nanopatterns are found in fibrils and fibre bundles (collagen and fibrin), rough surfaces (crystal deposit in bone) and porous membranes (basement membranes).
In recent times, the development of micro-and nanofabrication technologies made it possible to pattern surfaces with very detailed features significantly favouring the study of the role of topography in cell-material interaction. Lithographic techniques such as soft lithography [61, 62] , electron beam lithography [63] and nano-imprint lithography [64] can imprint topographic patterns with spatial resolution of a few nanometres. Other methodologies, such as polymer phase separation and polymer electrospinning, are in principle faster, allowing large areas to be patterned with limited costs. However, they may lack homogeneity, and the materials thus produced usually do not exhibit long-range order.
The most extensively studied topographies are grooves and grids, protrusions and pit arrays. Three characteristic dimensions, namely ridge (or groove) width, inter-feature length (or pitch) and feature depth (or height), define these surfaces. Neglecting, in the first instance, the chemical/physical properties of the material surface, which actually plays an important role, there are countless combinations of topographic signals that can be presented to cells. However, topographies exhibiting characteristic dimensions that surpass those of cells (tens of micrometres) at most provide a geometric confinement to the cell and are of little interest in this context. The most relevant effects are observed as soon as feature dimensions ; average RGD concentration ¼ 1.5 mM). These results highlight the profound effect of spatial distribution of matricellular signals on the dynamics of focal formation and their directionality and orientation and ultimately on the shape and organization of the cytoskeleton. Therefore, the engineered gradient of adhesive molecules is another important ingredient of cell-material crosstalk because it can be instrumental to tuning cytoskeleton assembly and mechanics and therefore controlling cell functions and fate. (Online version in colour.) approximate those of the cell's sensorial organelles, i.e. focal complexes and adhesions. Several works have reported that 70 nm seems to be a limiting inter-feature dimension under which topographic signals begin to be less effective [65, 66] . Within such a dimensional range, i.e. more than 70 nm and less than 2-5 mm, many studies have investigated the effects of nanometric features on cell adhesion, morphology, migration, biosynthesis and differentiation.
Most of the studies reported in the literature are mainly focused on the investigation of the effects of the topography itself, without additional adhesive signals that are tethered to the nanotextured surface. Cell attachment is usually provided by a layer of adhesive proteins adsorbed on the surface, including the serum proteins fibronectin, vitronectin or collagen. Because the presence of nanometric features alters the surface properties of materials, such as the surface energy and wettability, the preferred protein adsorption might result. Furthermore, topographic patterns create surfaces that are readily accessible for cell lamellipodia and filopodia, such as the top of ridges or pillars, as well as impervious recesses, such as the bottom of grooves and pits. The accessibility of a given region to the cell membrane and its protrusion structures depend on the geometric characteristic of the pattern, i.e. the feature depth and pitch. When these parameters are such that cell membranes cannot accommodate surface recesses, the cell is suspended on the top of the pattern, and adhesion is limited to specific parts. Generally, this is achieved when features are densely packed and their height is more than 40 nm. In shallower patterns, serum proteins can clog up grooves, pits and recesses, thus creating an adhesive 'carpet' for the integrins. Provided that features are sufficiently deep, integrin clustering and adhesion formation is observed on the top of pillars with diameter larger than 70 nm, even though focal adhesions are usually smaller for those observed on flat surfaces [66, 67] . On the contrary, weak adhesions are observed on smaller features. These observations are consistent with the data reported by Choi et al. [68] , who observed that nascent adhesions reach a plateau dimension before their disassembly, which is in the range of a hundred nanometres. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that exposing cells to ridges or protrusions smaller than 100 nm strongly interferes with adhesion maturation and subsequent stabilization. Presumably, further reduction of inter-feature distance may restore integrin clustering and stabilization by allowing intracellular adhesion proteins (e.g. talin) to connect to adjacent integrin domains. Broadening inter-feature spacing would cause the cell basal membrane to come in close contact with grooves or pit surfaces, thus enabling the formation of additional focal complexes ( figure 3) .
Increasing feature height, while keeping constant inter-feature length, causes the space between adjacent grooves to become impervious to the cell membrane and integrins and therefore a decrease in adhesion stability occurs [70, 71] . Analogous results have been observed on substrates presenting arrays of nanometric pits. In particular, when pit depth approaches 100 nm, focal adhesions seem to be confined to the inter-pit area, indicating that pit density and inter-feature size became [69] , which requires integrin clusters of approximately 40 nm. Therefore, topographic features exceeding this dimension can be recognized by cells as 'adhesive'. From the material side, ligand spacings below 60 nm proved to be sufficient to ensure cell-substrate binding [37] . In this case, inter-feature size exceeding this dimension might impair the formation of adhesive complexes. Moreover, surfaces are generally coated with serum proteins, which account for a macromolecular layer of 20 -30 nm. Therefore, in order to make a surface not available for the establishment of cell adhesions, this has to be at least 40 nm away from the cell membrane, which comprises the distance of the protein layer and the extracellular domain of the integrins (H, height; FS, feature size; IF, inter-feature dimension). (Online version in colour.)
Review. Cell -material crosstalk M. Ventre et al. 2023 crucial in controlling integrin clustering and focal adhesion formation. Generally, reduced adhesion and spreading, accompanied by a less organized cytoskeleton, are observed on arrays of hundred nanometre wide pits, with an inter-feature distance of approximately 300 nm [72] [73] [74] [75] .
Cells cultivated on nanogrooved substrates exhibit similar behaviour. However, ridges provide a longitudinal direction for the integrins to cluster and adhesions to form. Topographic characteristic dimensions regulate whether the cell membrane can conform to grooves or bridge between the ridges. According to Teixeira et al. [70] , membrane processes of epithelial cells can adhere to the surface of grooves that are 150 nm deep and 2100 nm wide, while they anchor to the ridge top for 330-950 nm wide grooves. Moreover, they observed that focal adhesions and actin fibres co-align with the ridge direction, eventually leading to cell alignment (a phenomenon usually called contact guidance). Along this line, Loseberg et al. [65] and Lamers et al.
[66] examined a broad range of groove/ridge dimensions and their effects on contact guidance. Although they used different cells, fibroblasts and osteoblasts, respectively, they reported comparable results in terms of minimum size that is able to induce cell alignment, i.e. 80-100 nm for ridge/groove width and, at least, 35 nm in height. Yet, this general trend in some cases is dependent on cell type, material properties and culturing conditions. For example, Teixeira et al. [76] demonstrated that epithelial cells cultured on narrow ridges (70 nm and 400 nm pitch) can assume a spindlelike morphology parallel or orthogonal to the pattern direction, according to the culturing conditions. The molecular mechanisms governing cell alignment are not fully characterized, although it is hypothesized that filopodial activity perpendicular to the pattern direction is decreased owing to unfavoured stress tension [77] . Table 2 provides a summary of the more relevant data presented so far on cell topography interactions. Nanostructured features have also been shown to be a powerful tool to trigger and regulate stem cell differentiation. In a landmark study by Dalby et al. [82] , nanostructured surfaces proved to be sufficient per se to induce stem cell differentiation. In particular, adult skeletal stem cells not only proved to perceive nanometric features, but also to be very sensitive towards their spatial configuration, i.e. order/disorder. In a different study, Yim et al. [83] demonstrated that nanograted substrata were able to induce transdifferentiation of human mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) in neurons.
As expected, cell migration is also deeply influenced by nanometric topographies, in terms of both persistence and speed. Most of the studies concerning the effects of nanostructures on migration have been performed on nanograted substrates. A large variety of cells such as epithelial [84] , endothelial [85] , glial [86] , fibroblasts [87] and osteoblasts [66] exhibit a biased motion along the nanometric groove direction. Such a biased migration might arise from predominant orientation along the pattern as well as from specific intracellular assemblies of cytoskeletal components. As observed by Yim et al. [62] , topographies alter the intracellular distributions of the marker for directional motion, i.e. microtubule organization centres, with respect to conventional planar surfaces. No clear conclusion on the effect of topography on cell speed has been drawn so far, which probably depends on the cell type, culturing conditions and material properties.
Taken all together, these results clearly indicate the potency of topographic features in regulating the cellmaterial crosstalk and in directing and guiding cellular activity and fate. Similarly to that depicted for patterning of a biochemical adhesive, the topographical pattern regulates the material-cytoskeleton crosstalk by influencing the dynamics of formation of adhesion complexes. Indeed, grooves, grids, pits or pillars can all be seen as spatial confiners for growth and remodelling of adhesion plaques. Because the formation of macromolecular transmembrane complexes, underpinning the materialcytoskeleton crosstalk, may only occur in a defined region, the patterning of topography at the nanoscale offers the possibility to control their macromolecular assembly and associated dynamics.
It is still to be ascertained whether topography is an independent cell signal that is directly recognized by the cell or whether it prompts a pattern in the distribution of adhesive proteins, which, in turn, effect material -cytoskeleton crosstalk. The first hypothesis requires that the cells possess membrane sensors for topography recognition. This may be envisaged to occur through deformation and local stretching of the membrane occurring at corners or squared or sharp curvature changes that it encounters along the patterned topographical profile of the surface. However, especially in the case of nanotopographic patterns, it is unlikely that the membrane can bend in nanocavities to closely follow the material profile. On the other hand, it is likely that topographical patterns influence the distribution of serum adhesive protein, which, in turn, triggers pattern recognition via the well-known integrin recognition pathways.
MECHANO-CUE-MEDIATED CROSSTALK
Cell adhesion implies formation of adhesion plaques, on which actin stress fibres anchor to build the mechanical integrity of cytoskeleton [88] . The pulling force acting on the adhesion plaques triggers plaque growth, which, in turn, allows thickening of the stress fibres [89] . Therefore, material -cytoskeleton crosstalk ineluctably involves force exchange between cells and substrates. The ability of cells to react to the mechanical properties of substrata is generally referred to as mechanosensing and implies both the action of the material on the cell and the action of the cell on the mechanical properties of the material [90] . The first experimental evidence of mechanosensing dates back more than 30 years when Harris et al. [91] reported and measured cell contractile forces on flexible rubber membranes. Numerous other studies have followed this first report especially focused on developing systems to analyse the dynamics of cell-generated forces [92] [93] [94] . These forces fall within the 1 pN -1 nN Table 2 . Effects of topographic cues on cell behaviour. A general reduction in cell spreading and focal adhesion length is observed when the feature size is in the range of 100 nm. In the case of nanogrooved substrates, a cell pattern co-alignment is observed when the feature depth is above 50 -100 nm. Review. Cell -material crosstalk M. Ventre et al. 2025 range that is sufficient to deform ECM components, because native tissues possess a range of stiffness spanning from 10 23 to 10 3 MPa. These studies greatly contributed to elucidating the mechanics of cellgenerated forces, making it possible to identify the most relevant molecular players that are involved in this process. Notably, cells are likely to exert higher forces on compliant substrates than on stiff substrates [95] . These observations corroborated the existence of a regulatory mechanism for the interplay between cytoskeleton-generated forces and the mechanical properties of materials that represent the foundation of mechanosensing. Therefore, the mechanical properties of the material represent an additional facet of the materialcytoskeleton crosstalk that intervenes in controlling the dynamic reciprocity between adhesion plaque growth and substrate deformation. According to this view, patterning of mechanical properties may be used to direct and guide cell activity. Indeed, cells cultivated on collagen-coated polyacrylamide gels display very different adhesions in response to the mechanical stiffness of the substrate [3] . In particular, mature and stable focal adhesions are observed on rigid gels, whereas shorter and more dynamic complexes are observed on soft gels. The cytoskeleton is weakly assembled in the cytoplasm, being predominantly cortical when cells are seeded on soft gels, while on stiff gels larger and well-defined bundles are observed. However, it must be pointed out that not all cell types respond consistently to substrate stiffness [96] . Mechanical forces also have a large impact on cell proliferation and migration. Higher proliferation rates have been observed on stiffer gels [97] . Moreover, cells migrate with higher speed on soft gels while they are more stationary on stiff substrates [3] . However, these phenomena are strictly related to the culturing conditions and cell types [98, 99] . Interestingly, cells cultured on gels or substrates presenting gradients of stiffness migrate preferentially from the soft to the stiff region, a phenomenon referred to as durotaxis [100] . Micrometric patterns of mechanical properties have been realized using various materials and techniques [101 -103] . Such patterns proved to be adequate in confining cell motion without the use of geometrical barriers such as channels and pillars.
The effects of mechanical cues are not limited to cell adhesion and migration. Mechanical cues, as observed in the case of biochemical and topographic patterns, can be responsible for stem cell commitment to diverse lineages. In a landmark study, Engler et al. [104] reported that substrate stiffness is sufficient to commit MSC differentiation towards different lineages. In particular, MSCs cultivated on polyacrylamide gels have stiffness similar to that of brain, muscle or bone differentiated into neurons, myoblasts and osteoblasts, respectively. In a more recent study, Winer et al. [105] showed that MSCs remained quiescent on substrates whose stiffness matches that of fat or bone marrow.
In summary, the experimental evidence of the cell response to the mechanical properties of the substrate shares surprising similarities with that obtained by culturing undifferentiated cells on biochemical or topographic patterns: the modulation of cell adhesion, and consequently cell shape, induces changes in cell fate.
This happens irrespective of the method with which cell adhesion patterns are established, suggesting that, probably, the way cells feel and react to the substrate properties, i.e. the material -cytoskeleton crosstalk, may share common pathways.
CELL INSTRUCTIVE MATERIALS
The recent literature has significantly elucidated the mechanisms by which cells sense biochemical, topographic and mechanical signals, translating them into commands that regulate activity and fate by triggering specific intracellular pathways. Most of the studies, however, deal specifically with the effect of a single signal type. This has also led to the tacit acknowledgement that different signal types are recognized by cells through independent pathways and therefore different routes can be pursued to govern material-cytoskeleton crosstalk. Yet, experimental evidence suggests that a common leitmotif connecting the effects of different types of signals on cell response might exist. Cells cultured on large bioadhesive areas, or on shallow nanotopographies or on stiff substrates, exhibit a mature cytoskeleton, with large actin bundles and large focal adhesions. In contrast, cells on small adhesive islands, or on deep nanotopographies or on compliant substrates, display a diffuse cytoskeleton and small adhesions. These observations demonstrate how cell characteristics that might appear so disparate, such as cell shape, cytoskeletal forces and differentiation, are in turn intimately connected, suggesting a ubiquitous role for cell adhesions and cytoskeletal forces in regulating signalling pathways and ultimately cell fate (figure 4). Despite a limited number of studies that have dealt with a synergistic presentation of diverse signals, the experimental evidence suggests that cells are able to integrate and react to different signal types that are presented simultaneously. In particular, Tzvetkova-Chevolleau et al. [106] reported different cellular dynamics, in terms of spreading and motility, of normal and cancer fibroblasts when exposed to combinatorial topographic and mechanical stimuli. Moreover, normal fibroblasts exhibited persistent migration, whereas cancerous cells had a more random, but fast, motility irrespective of the topography and such a response was enhanced on rigid surfaces. The interplay between biochemical and topographic signals on endothelial cells was investigated by Le Saux et al. [107] . They reported a biphasic response of cell adhesion in which cells on flat or nanoscale rough substrates required a higher density of RGD ligands for optimal adhesion, with respect to microscale topography. On the contrary, cell spreading was affected only by the RGD density and not by the topography. Altogether, these findings suggest that topography governs early adhesion events, whereas surface chemistry becomes dominant in cell spreading.
An extensive literature has demonstrated the effects of cytoskeleton-generated forces on cell fate, which are a part of a wider process conventionally referred to as mechanotransduction. This process, i.e. the mechanisms by which mechanical forces are converted into biochemical functions, may occur at different levels. Of particular interest within the context of material -cytoskeleton cross talk are those events occurring at the adhesion and nucleus level.
The formation of focal adhesions and complexes is responsible for proper cell attachment, and specific molecules present in the adhesion plaque regulate the activity of downstream signalling pathways that are involved in cell proliferation and differentiation. In particular, phosphorylation of FAK can lead to stimulation of a cascade that ultimately activates the mitogen-activated protein kinase/extracellular signalregulated kinase (MAPK/ERK) pathway [108] , which is known to be central in regulating stem cell differentiation [109] . It is therefore expected that controlling the formation of adhesion structures (either focal complexes or adhesions) might be a potent strategy to control a cell. Nanometric patterns, both biochemical and topographic, proved to be very effective for this goal. In fact, they have a strong ability to interfere with integrin clustering and consequently adhesion formation. In particular, the high spatial resolution of topographic patterns makes these suitable to modulate adhesion length, density and spatial positioning. For example, Biggs et al. [110] observed reduced adhesion maturation and spreading of osteoprogenitor cells cultivated on nano-pit arrays correlated with impaired osteospecific differentiation through a depression of ERK signalling and downregulation of osteocalcin synthesis. Genetic and proteomic studies of osteoprogenitor cells on disordered nano-pit arrays indicated the involvement of integrin and cytoskeletal signalling along with the ERK1/2 pathway in osteogenesis [111, 112] . Similar findings were observed by constraining cell shape using patterns of adhesive islands, which proved to be a very effective means of modulating cell contractility. McBeath et al. [49] underlined the role of the RhoA pathway and cell contractility to govern stem cell differentiation. In particular, RhoA and ROCK activity was found to be dependent on cell shape with higher values found on spread cells which underwent osteogenesis. Similarly, Kilian et al. [51] reported enhanced osteogenesis, as a consequence of increased myosin contractility, through MAPK pathways and Wnt signalling, whereas disruption of contractility promotes adipogenesis. Non-muscle myosin II has also been implicated in MSC lineage specification induced by substrate stiffness [104] , highlighting, again, the role of actin-generated forces in regulating cell fate.
Adhesion-mediated signalling pathways are not the only factors responsible for regulating cell functions, in particular stem cell differentiation. Differently from such a signalling, which indirectly regulates signalling pathways through kinases, mechanotransduction acts in a direct manner by exerting cytoskeleton-generated traction forces directly to the nucleus. Indeed, the nucleus is connected with the cytoskeleton through lamins and nesprins [113] . Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that cytoskeletal forces are transmitted to the chromosomes, thus altering transcriptional events owing to modified accessibility of genes. Again, topography may regulate the magnitude and direction of such cell-generated forces by modulating adhesion length and spatial position. It is not clear whether one mechanism, either direct (nuclear level) or indirect (adhesion mediated), dominates the other. However, owing to the complexity and simultaneity of signals that are constantly broadcasted to cells in vivo, it is likely that the two mechanisms act in concert. m e c h a n o t r a n s d u c t i o n Figure 4 . Material-cytoskeleton crosstalk affects cell behaviour and fate with adhesion localization and composition, and cell-generated forces. Cell instructive materials aim at exploiting these characteristics in order to impart cell-specific orders by modulating adhesion and cytoskeletal assemblies through the delivery of biological, topographical and mechanical signals.
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CONCLUSIONS
Material-cytoskeleton crosstalk occurs in three different phases, namely integrin-ligand engagement, plaque dynamics and growth and cytoskeleton assemblies. These phases occur at different material surface length scales. Integrin engagement occurs at a length of tens of nanometres, plaque growth occurs at hundreds of nanometres, while cytoskeletal assemblies occur at the micrometre scale. Ligand engagement is the prerequisite for the recruitment of the intracellular building blocks for plaque construction and a group of three to five integrins constitutes the elementary unit for adhesion plaques. This unit, 60 nm long, starts to build macromolecular complexes that secure the cell membrane on the underlying substrate. Finally, mechanically active cytoskeleton structures develop when this plaque reaches submicrometric dimensions. Material processing techniques, which enable local modifications of material chemical and physical features on different length scales, are now available and spatial patterns of these features may interfere with each or all of the phases that dictate the assembly of the cytoskeleton. Because it is well accepted that cytoskeletal organization and structure govern cell fate through mechanotransduction mechanisms, this might result in material surface textures being designed to impart specific commands or instructions to cells. CIMs directly stem from these principles, and the first attempts along this line have already been reported [114, 115] . As Nature provides cells with multiple signal typologies that vary in time and space according to highly accurate schemes, the next generation of biomaterials has to replicate this complexity by integrating the combinatorial presentation on multiple length scales with a dynamic presentation of signals. This would pave the way towards the development of physiologically relevant platforms to analyse or alter cell behaviour. In principle, one might envisage material programmes to stretch cells in predefined shapes, to transport them along predefined paths, sort them according to cytoskeleton mechanics, guide their division and proliferation, stimulate and direct biosynthetic events and modulate lineage specifications.
